MYGFOLIGHT PRO C SYSTEM
The Pro™ C System is the same as the Pro™ C System but includes the GPS. The iPad in the cockpit requires a system. The iPad for access to aviation apps, charts and a wealth of information; the iPad Kneeboard Pro™ C to secure and position the iPad; an external GPS to stay connected to the satellite; the PowerDual to charge your iPad in the cockpit, at home; and the MGF iPad Flight Bag to hold the case, the accessories, the charger, pens, and paper. Included with the Pro™ C System is the Secure Clip Set, the lanyards, and a Screen Cleaning Kit with microfiber cloth. If you would like all that the Pro™ C System contains but already have or do not want the external GPS, choose the Pro™ C System NG product instead.

Choose the iPad Kneeboard Pro™ C in silver or black. Choose the external GPS by Bad Elf for the “Plugged” version or by Dual XGPS150 for the Bluetooth “Un-Plugged” version. Choose the iPad Flight Bag in Slim (single pocket 1” deep), Slim EX (2” deep three pocket) or Pro (largest bag) for carrying a pilot needs to take with them in-flight. For iPad 1, iPad 2, and iPad 3.

For iPad 1 | P/N 13-11583 | $429.00
For iPad 2 | P/N 13-11579 | $439.00

MYGFOLIGHT PRO C SYSTEM NG
The Pro™ C System NG is the same as the Pro™ C System but excludes the GPS. The iPad in the cockpit requires a system. The iPad for access to aviation apps, charts and a wealth of information; the iPad Kneeboard Pro™ C to secure and position the iPad; an external GPS to stay connected to the satellite; the PowerDual to charge your iPad in the cockpit, at home; and the MGF iPad Flight Bag Slim EX to hold the case, the accessories, the charger, pens, and paper. Included with the Pro™ C System is the Secure Clip Set, the lanyards, and a Screen Cleaning Kit with microfiber cloth. The Pro™ C System, a complete package at a special price to give you all that you need to make using the iPad in-flight work as smooth, safe and secure as possible. iPad Kneeboard Pro C is available in silver or black. Option will be given in cart during purchase. Pro C System designed for iPad2/3. System includes iPad Kneeboard Pro™ C, PowerDual, MGF iPad Flight Bag Slim EX, or Pro, Secure Clip Set and lanyards, iPad Anti-Glare Screen Protector, Screen Cleaning Kit. iPad Flight Bag Slim EX Dimensions: 12” W x 8.75” H x 2” D.

IPAD KNEEBOARD SPORT
The iPad Kneeboard Sport is designed for the pilot looking to secure their iPad on either leg, who needs the minimal case, but still wants a very secure fit. In black, soft to the touch polycarbonate, the iPad adds protection and the feel to the iPad. The iPad Kneeboard Sport was designed for pilots by pilots. It is designed to work in aircraft where space is tight or where there is a cyclic, or control stick being used between the legs. It is perfect for pilots of helicopters, sport aircraft, and those with tight yoke clearance. Features: • The iPad Kneeboard Sport is made of black, soft-to-the-touch polycarbonate and is strong and lightweight. It is a form fitted case that holds the iPad securely in place. The cut-out design provides access to all of the iPad’s ports, buttons and is compatible with Apple’s Smart Cover. • There are two aluminum rails on the underside of the case that frame your leg and, with the wide elastically Velcro strap, allows the case to be held securely and comfortably to your leg. There are four rubber pads on the other side of the case to sit on a desk or table securely as well. • It is designed to be thin with a removable cover so as to be clear of the yoke, cyclic or control stick. It has a sleek look when used outside of the plane. • The removable knee strap can be left in the plane leaving you with a beautiful, sleek case for every day use.

AIRGIZMO IPAD KNEEBOARD
The AirGizmo iPad Kneeboard allows accessing charts and apps on the iPad or iPod2 while flying and safer and than ever. Molded plastic and a wide velcro strap allow for a secure, comfortable fit. Fold over tablet holder drops out of the way when not in use. Ability to adjust the angle of the iPad for best viewing angle and the ability to cut down glare. Designed to work with both the iPad and the iPod2. Dimensions: 7.93 in. Height: 9.79 in. Depth: 3.75 in. Weight: 13.1 ounces.

IPRO AVIATOR MINI KNEEBOARD
The iPro is specially designed (and patented) for protection and yoke clearance. It touches none of the buttons on your iPad, yet shields a pilot from accidents. In black, soft to the touch with no rubber padding ensure that your iPad receives maximum protection at all times. Features: • Removable 2-sided flight desk • Steel clip-on brake • Integrated kickstand • Internal rubber padding • Easy access to all iPad controls and ports.

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice